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*Disclaimer – Celliant® products are
not intended nor recommended as
a substitute for medical treatment
or advice from a qualified medical
professional, nor are any claims
made regarding the efficacy of
Celliant® products for an individual
user. The statements made herein
are general in nature and based on
laboratory tests and observations.
We recommend you always seek
professional medical advice from a
qualified professional regarding any
diagnosed or suspected medical
condition. Do not disregard any
medical advice because of any
information you read here.
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Celliant ® fibers are created
from natural minerals and
embedded into polyester
fibers.

TH E W O R L D’ S FI RS T
RESPONSIVE TEXTILE
WITH CLINICALLY PROVEN BENEFITS
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TO THE HUMAN BODY.

Celliant ®
fibers
absorb
energy from the body.

Celliant ® has been proven in clinical tests to reduce
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pain, increase oxygen levels, and help balance

A combination of specially formulated
proprietary ingredients and minerals
blended with polyester fiber, Celliant ®
can be woven or knit into almost any
materials including wools, cottons and
other polyesters.

Celliant ®
converts
the
energy into a form usable
by the body.

body temperature. Each of these results can have
added benefits including faster healing, increased
performance, better-quality sleep, and improved
overall wellness all of which can help alleviate the
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symptoms of arthritis and peripheral vascular disease

Celliant ®
recycles
this
energy back to the body.

often associated with diabetes.
The key to Celliant ® lies in it’s ability to absorb and
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store the electromagnetic (energy) emissions from
the human body and release them where they are

This
recycled
energy
triggers natural chemical
reactions in the body.

reabsorbed into the skin and deep muscle tissue.
In the deep muscle tissue they act as catalysts for

Our bodies are constantly giving
off electromagnetic energy (as
you would see through infrared
goggles). The minerals in Celliant ®
were specifically chosen because
of their natural ability to absorb
and reflect this energy back to the
consumer.

natural, biological processes resulting in enhanced
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oxygen levels and more balanced body temperature
during sleep, rest or physical activity.
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These reactions result in
increased blood flow and
oxygenation to the tissue.

TESTIMONIALS

As an athlete you are always trying to find that extra edge to improve
your performance. For me, Celliant® is that edge. Since finding Celliant®,
I’ve been able to work harder with less pain and quicker recovery than
ever before. I love this stuff!
- Michellie Jones
2006 Ironman World Champion and Olympic Silver Medalist
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“

Not only have the Celliant® socks increased circulation in my feet and
changed my response to walking through a golf game forever, I am willing
to bet that they are the reason why I haven’t had athlete’s foot since I
started wearing them. I now wear nothing but Celliant® socks.
- Lawrence Foster, Ontario, Canada
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“

I love my Celliant back brace so much. It’s the first brace I’ve used
that completely eliminates my aches and pains! Celliant makes a huge
difference! I wear the product every day!
- Whitney Allen, San Francisco, CA
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